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The COVID-19 pandemic has caused ~4.9 million deaths worldwide. Understanding the mutation nature of 
SARS-COV-2 is critical for ending this pandemic. While many studies have already probed the SARS-COV-2 

genomic mutation rate, a mathematical framework for calculating the mutation rates of individual 
genes/protein sequences is not yet available. Three random mutation models (NRMM, GRMM and PRMM) 
were developed to study the mutation rates of each gene and protein of SARS-COV-2 against the genome. 

11,255 SARS-COV-2 genomes from human patients were compiled from GISAID1 and preprocessed by 
Nextstrain2 using MAFFT3 multiple-sequence alignment against the human reference sequence (Wuhan-Hu-1) 

and divided into datasets A1a/A1b/A1c. Gene/protein extraction, calculation of percent similarity, percent 
variation, Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks values against Wuhan-Hu-1 was done using MATLAB Bioinformatics toolbox4 for 
each gene and protein. Mutation rates and correlation coefficient values were extracted from correlation 

plots by fitting gene/protein sequence variation to the GRMM/PRMM. Gene Ka/Ks analysis assigned positive, 
neutral or negative selection pressures to each gene. Protein Ka/Ks analysis assigned regions of low or high-

frequency mutations in the amino acid sequence. To our great surprise, GRMM/PRMM analysis revealed that 
most genes/proteins follow the GRMM/PRMM and exhibit a slower mutation rate than the genomic mutation 

rate. Gene Ka/Ks analysis revealed that most genes undergo negative selection and only some undergo 
positive selection, suggesting that the SARS-COV-2 genome follows the selectionist evolutionary theory and 
not the commonly accepted neutral or nearly neutral evolutionary theories. Protein Ka/Ks analysis revealed 

regions of high and low mutation frequency in protein structures. Final results are still under review.

SARS-COV-2 sequences compiled by Nextstrain2 from December 2020 to July 2021. We observed: 1) A 
constant nucleotide mutation rate; 2) An almost uniform distribution of nucleotide mutations in the genome 
except for only some sites with high mutation probability (i.e. S gene); 3) The discrete uniform distribution of 

random nucleotide mutations with a few spikes leads to a uniformed distribution of random amino acid 
mutations with a few spikes. We expected that each gene/protein sequence has a slower or faster mutation 

rate than the genomic/proteomic mutation rate, suggesting they are under different selection pressures. 
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• From GRMM/PRMM analysis, the genome and genes S, M, N, Orf1ab, NSP(2, 3, 8, 9, 11, 
12, 13), Orf3a and Orf8 follow NRMM/GRMM. Proteome and proteins S, N and Orf1ab 
follow PRMM.

• From gene Ka/Ks analysis, genes S, N, Orf3a, Orf7a and Orf8 follow positive selection; 
genes E, M, Orf1ab, Nsp(1-15) Orf6 and Orf10 follow negative selection. 

• All genes except E and Orf10 with Rel. Rate <1.0 undergo negative selection; all genes 
with Rel. Rate > 1.0 undergo positive selection.

• The SARS-COV-2 genome is largely under negative selection pressure and most likely 
follows the selectionist theory.

• Future investigations: 
• Study the mutation nature of SARS-COV-2 ancestors over the past several 

centuries and across different animal hosts using our GRMM/PRMM.
• Probing structure-function of protein regions of high mutation frequency 

using computational techniques.
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From Gene Ka/Ks analysis, the SARS-COV-2 genome most 
likely follows the Selectionist Theory of mutational 
evolution5 and is dominated by negative selection 

pressure.

Most genes and some proteins showed good linear correlation between increasing percent variation 
and increasing # of months and thus follow the GRMM/PRMM (R2≥0.60). The mutation rates of each 
gene/protein was compared with the genomic/proteomic mutation rates (Rel Rate1), which is treated 

as the constant mutation rate. Most genes/proteins have a slower mutation rate than the 
genomic/proteomic mutation rates (Rel Rate1 < 1.0) while others have a faster mutation rate (Rel Rate1 

> 1.0). Additionally, the relative protein sequence mutation rate against its coding gene mutation rate 
(Rel Rate2) was calculated to determine the percentage of nonsynonymous (Ka) nucleotide mutations 

that become translated. Only a few proteins show less than 50% of nonsynonymous amino acid 
mutations. Surprisingly, 60% of mutations in the proteome are non-silenced!

Data was extracted from plotting genomic, proteomic, gene and protein sequence variation using temporal information (19 months, categorized by specimen collection date).
*Unit of mutation rate: % per site per month.
R2: Correlation coefficient 
Mut Rate (mean and stdev): Values are calculated over datasets A1a/A1b/A1c.
Rel Rate1: For nucleotide sequence, reference to Genomic mutation rate; for protein sequence, reference to Proteomic mutation rate.
Rel Rate2: Reference to Genetic mutation rate, the 3-fold correction due to the length reduction in the gene translation was included.

Tabulated Ka/Ks values from four different methods, their average Ka/Ks and assignment of positive 
(+) or negative (-) selection pressures, compared with the R2 and relative mutation rate values of 

each gene. Surprisingly, most of the genes with a faster mutation rate are under positive selection, 
and most of the genes with a slower mutation rate are under negative selection.

Most genes undergo negative selection!

R2 and Rel Rate1 values from Gene/Protein Mutation Rates section.
Ka/Ks (Avg.): Averaged from Ka/Ks values calculated from the Nei-Gojobori (NG), Li-Wu-Luo (LWL), Pamilo-Bianchi-Li (PBL) and maximum likelihood (ML) methods.
Sel. Typea: Selection type based on Ka/Ks ratio.
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Data was extracted from plotting protein sequence variation vs. gene variation.
Rate*: Ratio calculated from Gene/Protein Sequence Variation vs. # of Months data table (Protein Mut. Rate/Gene Mut. Rate). 

Validation of the GRMM/PRMM was done to assess the calculation of mutation rates without 
temporal information. To our great surprise, the difference between mutation rates 

calculated with and without temporal information is negligible! This could potentially expand 
the ability of GRMM/PRMM to calculate viral mutation rates. 
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Proteins Ka/Ks analysis was done for each protein. Three proteins are shown as examples, in 
order of increasing conservation in amino acid structure. The S protein was demonstrated to 

undergo positive selection; most of its structure shows high mutational frequency, particularly in 
the S1 domain, which may facilitate binding and attachment to hACE2 host cell receptors. NSP11 

and M proteins were demonstrated to undergo negative selection; both mostly show low 
mutational frequency, which may be to protect their biological functions.

Ka, Ks and Ka/Ks values were calculated for each protein sequence residue using a moving window average (all proteins except Nsp2-15 start at the 45th amino acid; values for 
NSP(2-15) were calculated from the 1st amino acid). Peaks in Ka/Ks plots are labeled by amino acid mutation (based on moving window position) and actual residue position.
Protein structures are represented as ribbons and were generated using VMD6. Regions are colored based on high (Ka/Ks > 1.0) or low (Ka/Ks < 1.0) mutation frequency. Ka/Ks 
peaks are shown as yellow spheres. Amino and carboxy-termini are shown as red and blue spheres. The first S protein structure is colored based on domain.
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